ISSC COMMITTEE REPORT
__________________________________________________________________
Processing and Handling Committee
Date: 8/4/03
Chair: Bill Dewey
August 2003 Committee Meeting Attendees:
Bill Dewey, Virginia Olsen (for Bruce Chamberlain), Gary Orner, Peter Brown, Jessie DeLoach (for Jennifer
Tebaldi), Steve Fleetwood, Wayne Mobley, Lori Howell, Brett Bishop, Raymond Burditt, Dave Blevins,
Frank Bellavia, Doris Nelson
2001 – 2003 Committee Charges:
Provide recommendations to the 2003 Task Force II in Portland, Oregon on each of the following
proposals:
00-207 Modify Heat Shock Processing Critical Control Point;
01-212 Modify Definition of Repacker;
01-213 Modify Title of 1999 Model Ordinance Chapter XII;
01-214 Modify 1999 Model Ordinance Chapter XII .01 A Critical Control Points;
01-215 Modify 1999 Model Ordinance Chapter XII .01 Shellfish Storage Critical Control Points –
Critical Limits;
01-216 Modify 1999 Model Ordinance Chapter XII .02 C Prevention from Contamination; and
01-217 Modify 1999 Model Ordinance Chapter XII .03 H Shucked Shellfish Storage and Handling.
Charge 1:
Proposal 00-207
Findings: (Opinion of the Committee as to the validity of the problem.)
1a.
With input from Dave Blevins, representing FDA (proposal submitter) the committee found that
the MO lacked guidance on what to do with heat shocked product that was to be shucked at a
later time as opposed to immediately after heat shocking. The committee found that this
represented a significant potential public health problem.
Conclusions: (Opinion of the Committee as to whether the proposed action is appropriate.)
1a.
The Committee concluded that the proposed action was appropriate to address this potential
public health problem.
Recommendations: (Include recommended language of submitter or amended languages of the
committee, no action, or other action deemed appropriate by the committee.)
1a.
The Committee recommends Task Force II adopt the proposal as submitted (Motion by Wayne
Mobley, 2nd by Brett Bishop, passed unanimously).
Charge 2:
Proposal 01-212
Findings: (Opinion of the Committee as to the validity of the problem.)
2a.
ISSC Executive Director, Ken Moore provided historic background on formatting the Model
Ordinance. General requirements for Dealer Certification were consolidated into Chapter X to
facilitate not needing to make future revisions to dealer requirements in multiple sections. In
Chapter X, the activities permitted under each type of dealer certification are defined (X.04.B).
Subsequently, Chapters XI through XV describe the activities (shucking and packing, repacking of
shucked shellfish, shellstock shipping, reshipping and depuration) and critical control points
required should a certified dealer be permitted to do them. In light of Ken Moore's MO
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2b.

formatting description, the Committee found the problem identified by the proposal was not
valid.
It was noted in deliberating the issue, that "Depuration" appears to have been inadvertantly
omitted from the listed types of certifications in Section X.04.B

Conclusions: (Opinion of the Committee as to whether the proposed action is appropriate.)
2a.
The Committee concluded the proposed action was not appropriate.
Recommendations: (Include recommended language of submitter or amended languages of the
committee, no action, or other action deemed appropriate by the committee.
2a.
The Committee recommends Task Force II take no action on proposal 01-212 on the basis that it
is adequately addressed by Chapters X through XV (Motion by Raymond Burditt, 2nd Virginia
Olsen, passed unanimously)
2b.
Task Force II call to the attention of the Executive Office the omission of "Depuration" from the
listed types of certifications in Section X.04.B and recommend an editorial correction.
Charge 3:
Proposal 01-213
Findings: (Opinion of the Committee as to the validity of the problem.)
3a.
ISSC Executive Director, Ken Moore provided historic background on formatting the Model
Ordinance. General requirements for Dealer Certification were consolidated into Chapter X to
facilitate not needing to make future revisions to dealer requirements in multiple sections. In
Chapter X, the activities permited under each type of dealer certification are defined (X.04.B).
Subsequently, Chapters XI through XV describe the activiites (shucking and packing, repacking of
shucked shellfish, shellstock shipping, reshipping and depuration) and critical control points
required should a certified dealer be permitted to do them. In light of Ken Moores MO formatting
description, the Committee found the problem identified by the proposal was not valid.
Conclusions: (Opinion of the Committee as to whether the proposed action is appropriate.)
3a.
The Committee concluded the proposed action was not appropriate.
Recommendations: (Include recommended language of submitter or amended languages of the
committee, no action, or other action deemed appropriate by the committee.
3a.
The Committee recommends Task Force II take no action on proposal 01-213 on the basis that it
is adequately addressed by Chapters X through XV (Motion by Raymond Burditt, 2nd Virginia
Olsen, passed unanimously).
Charge 4:
Proposal 01-214
Findings: (Opinion of the Committee as to the validity of the problem.)
4a.
ISSC Executive Director, Ken Moore provided historic background on formatting the Model
Ordinance. General requirements for Dealer Certification were consolidated into Chapter X to
facilitate not needing to make future revisions to dealer requirements in multiple sections. In
Chapter X, the activities permited under each type of dealer certification are defined (X.04.B).
Subsequently, Chapters XI through XV describe the activiites (shucking and packing, repacking of
shucked shellfish, shellstock shipping, reshipping and depuration) and critical control points
required should a certified dealer be permitted to do them. In light of Ken Moores MO formatting
description, the Committee found the problem identified by the proposal was not valid.
Conclusions: (Opinion of the Committee as to whether the proposed action is appropriate.)
4a.
The Committee concluded the proposed action was not appropriate.
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Recommendations: (Include recommended language of submitter or amended languages of the
committee, no action, or other action deemed appropriate by the committee.
4a.
The Committee recommends Task Force II take no action on proposal 01-214 on the basis that it
is adequately addressed by Chapters X through XV (Motion by Raymond Burditt, 2nd Virginia
Olsen, passed unanimously).
Charge 5:
Proposal 01-215
Findings: (Opinion of the Committee as to the validity of the problem.)
5a.
ISSC Executive Director, Ken Moore provided historic background on formatting the Model
Ordinance. General requirements for Dealer Certification were consolidated into Chapter X to
facilitate not needing to make future revisions to dealer requirements in multiple sections. In
Chapter X, the activities permited under each type of dealer certification are defined (X.04.B).
Subsequently, Chapters XI through XV describe the activiites (shucking and packing, repacking of
shucked shellfish, shellstock shipping, reshipping and depuration) and critical control points
required should a certified dealer be permitted to do them. In light of Ken Moores MO formatting
description, the Committee found the problem identified by the proposal was not valid.
Conclusions: (Opinion of the Committee as to whether the proposed action is appropriate.)
5a.
The Committee concluded the proposed action was not appropriate.
Recommendations: (Include recommended language of submitter or amended languages of the
committee, no action, or other action deemed appropriate by the committee.
5a.
The Committee recommends Task Force II take no action on proposal 01-215 on the basis that it
is adequately addressed by Chapters X through XV (Motion by Raymond Burditt, 2nd Virginia
Olsen, passed unanimously).
Charge 6:
Proposal 01-216
Findings: (Opinion of the Committee as to the validity of the problem.)
6a.
ISSC Executive Director, Ken Moore provided historic background on formatting the Model
Ordinance. General requirements for Dealer Certification were consolidated into Chapter X to
facilitate not needing to make future revisions to dealer requirements in multiple sections. In
Chapter X, the activities permited under each type of dealer certification are defined (X.04.B).
Subsequently, Chapters XI through XV describe the activiites (shucking and packing, repacking of
shucked shellfish, shellstock shipping, reshipping and depuration) and critical control points
required should a certified dealer be permitted to do them. In light of Ken Moores MO formatting
description, the Committee found the problem identified by the proposal was not valid.
Conclusions: (Opinion of the Committee as to whether the proposed action is appropriate.)
6a.
The Committee concluded the proposed action was not appropriate.
Recommendations: (Include recommended language of submitter or amended languages of the
committee, no action, or other action deemed appropriate by the committee.
6a.
The Committee recommends Task Force II take no action on proposal 01-216 on the basis that it
is adequately addressed by Chapters X through XV (Motion by Raymond Burditt, 2nd Virginia
Olsen, passed unanimously).
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Charge 7:
Proposal 01-217
Findings: (Opinion of the Committee as to the validity of the problem.)
7a.
ISSC Executive Director, Ken Moore provided historic background on formatting the Model
Ordinance. General requirements for Dealer Certification were consolidated into Chapter X to
facilitate not needing to make future revisions to dealer requirements in multiple sections. In
Chapter X, the activities permited under each type of dealer certification are defined (X.04.B).
Subsequently, Chapters XI through XV describe the activiites (shucking and packing, repacking of
shucked shellfish, shellstock shipping, reshipping and depuration) and critical control points
required should a certified dealer be permitted to do them. In light of Ken Moores MO formatting
description, the Committee found the problem identified by the proposal was not valid.
Conclusions: (Opinion of the Committee as to whether the proposed action is appropriate.)
7a.
The Committee concluded the proposed action was not appropriate.
Recommendations: (Include recommended language of submitter or amended languages of the
committee, no action, or other action deemed appropriate by the committee.
7a.
The Committee recommends Task Force II take no action on proposal 01-217 on the basis that it
is adequately addressed by Chapters X through XV (Motion by Raymond Burditt, 2nd Virginia
Olsen, passed unanimously).

Recorder:

Lori Howell

Report Approved By: Bill Dewey
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